Documents required when applying for Master:

1. University Entrance Qualification (e.g. Abitur, Baccalaureat, Lise diplomasi, Matura, A-Levels etc. assessment test)

2. Proof of the university entrance exam in your home country, if available

3. APS certificate for applicants from China, Mongolia or Vietnam

4. Record of study or transcript showing the passing of the high school semesters abroad, subjects and grades summary, if available

5. Advanced knowledge of German
   (DSH2, TestDaF with 16 Punkten, Deutsches Sprachdiplom of KMK−level 2, Feststellungsprüfung Studienkolleg, telc Deutsch C1 Hochschule, Goethe-Zertifikat C1, Großes or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom, diploma of ZOP− not older than 5 years, Deutsche Sprachprüfung II of Sprachen- und Dolmetscher-Institut München, HAVO-diploma oder WWO-diploma with at least 6 points in German).
   The Exam registration must be submitted with the application. The proof of successfully passing the examination must be provided at the registration.

6. Bachelor’s degree with the average grade and individual performance with credits or if it cannot be submitted: Current performance records with passes and fails, exams and all credits. (30 credits are allowed to be missing from the last two semesters). (For NC-programs: evidence of the likely overall average grade-calculated and signed by the examination office)

7. External applicants who have not completed their Bachelor’s degree at the WHS must upload the module handbook as a file or send a link via email to uni-assist

8. Optionally, a proof of English proficiency (see requirements)

9. For change of area of studies from another university: the need of an additional transcript of previous university with all passed and failed exams, clearance certificate.

Upload all original documents as well as the translation of a sworn translator (German or English) via uni-assist.